
GitHub Copilot
Power user example



Use case
• GitHub workflow file with 

inline PowerShell script

• Task: extract the script to a 
new file and call it with 
environment variables for 
passing in ${{ vars.variable }}



Step 1: Select the 
code
• This tells Copilot what you 

want to work with



Step 2: Craft a prompt
• This tells Copilot what you 

want to achieve



Step 3: Let GitHub 
Copilot generate the file
• Instead of copy and pasting the script 

block yourself, let Copilot generate it, 
and also convert the in place string 
injection with ${{ vars.variable }}  into a 
$env:variable setup



Step 4: The script is 
created for you
• Saves a lot of work and 

editing with all the 
environment variables!



Step 5: create a new file from the suggestion in one click
Of course you need to name the file, but that is it!



Step 6:
• Validate that the script still does the 

same steps!

This is crucial for anything 
you do with a Large 
Language Model (LLM).

Always validate, test, lint, 
run security tests on 
everything you do!



Step 7:
• Check how GitHub Copilot 

suggests you call the script.

• Notice that the conversion 
to from ${{ vars.variable }} 
has not been added!



Step 8:
• Try to fix that with a different 

prompt.

• Notice I had the new file 
selected, so the result was 
not what I had in mind



Step 9:
• Be more specific, and 

direct Copilot into the 
correct files

• Result: the code that I 
needed!



TL;DR

specificBe

how prompting worksKnow

extra context (#file: ) where neededAdd
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